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The Role of Action Observation in Motor Memory Formation and Retention across Multiple Days Vynn V. Huh and Kurt A. Thoroughman Department of Biomedical Engineering, Washington University in Saint Louis, Saint Louis, Missouri Action observation has promise to expand therapy options in physical therapy to promote motor rehabilitation and recovery.1, 2 Previous observation studies have found that action observation can facilitate motor learning: people are able to pick up context-specific cues from others’ movements to adapt to a novel mechanical environment. More specifically, several minutes of observational learning reduced kinematic errors3 and produced adaptive changes in predictive limb control, similar to (but smaller in magnitude than) changes induced by physical practice.4 Here, we investigated action observation over several days, on a time scale more relevant for motor memory and rehabilitation. In particular we envision a first training day as analogous to a “clinic” visit, whereas subsequent observational training is analogous to “at-home” training through video viewing. We trained 50 subjects in three experiments (Table 1). On the first day of training, subjects learned a curl, viscous force field by one of the three training schedules: action observation, physical practice, or interleaved blocks (32 trials each) of observation and physical practice. In action observation, subjects observed a film of another individual’s reaching movements in the force field in first-person perspective. In physical practice, subjects reached while holding a robotic arm that generated the same field. On subsequent days, in experimental conditions, subjects trained in a thirty-minute action observation session. In control conditions, subjects rested for thirty minutes while holding onto the robotic arm. To assess motor adaptation and learning, both within and across training days, we measured predictive force output using an error-clamped force channel, which provided positive reinforcement through straight movement toward the target, while enabling readout of predictive force generation throughout the trajectory.5, 6 We calculated a scalar metric of motor memory by quantifying the viscous (velocity-dependent) component of this predictive force, indicative of appropriate learning of the novel field. 4, 5 Action observation on the first day led to long-term motor memory formation (Figure 1, red). As expected from classic work,  3 initial observation induced substantially smaller motor memory than physical practice. Subsequent observational training on the second day strengthened motor memory (Figure 2A) ([t-test, p = 0.0081], µexp, day2 - µexp, day1= 0.0598 +/- 0.0475 (95% CI), n = 10). On days 2 thru 5, motor memory measured after observational training was greater than motor memory after rest ([F1,78 = 7.81; p = 0.0066], µexp - µctrl = 0.0531 +/0.0380, n = 40). Physical practice on the first day initiated motor memory that was reinforced by observational training on subsequent days, compared to rest (Figure 1, blue). On days 2 thru 5, motor memory measured after observational training was greater than motor memory after rest ([F1,78 = 4.28; p = 0.0421], µexp- µctrl = 0.0444 +/- 0.0429 (95% CI), n = 40). The difference in memories between after observational training and after rest was more prominent on earlier days and died out on later days. Combined observational and physical training built a motor memory that was more resistant to initial overnight forgetting (Figure 1, green) Subjects with combined training received one-half of the physical performance trials, which led to smaller initial motor memory. The first test on day 2, however, showed similar motor memory, indicating that combined training induced less forgetting (Figure 2B; [t-test, p = 0.0021], (day 1, test 2) minus (day 2, test 1), µcombo - µphys = -0.1213 +/- 0.0627 (95% CI), n = 10). Observational training was more effective in reinforcing and sustaining the motor memory on subsequent days following combined training versus following physical training. On days 2 thru 5, the forgetting rate was slower when the initial motor memory was built from combined training, than from physical training alone (Figure 2C; [t-test, p = 0.0352], slopecombo - slopephys = 0.0294 +/- 0.0240 (95% CI), n = 10). This difference, in boosting motor memories following daily observational training, became greater later in the week. Overall we found observation to boost motor memory effectively over several days. This retraining seemed effective following either initial observation or initial physical practice. We saw the most dramatic effects following initial combined training (action observation interleaved with physical practice), perhaps due to heightened context or Hebb-like pairing of the modalities. Learning via observation therefore has basic science importance and clinical possibilities on time scales relevant to motor memory and recovery, beyond short-term motor adaptation. We conclude that observational training could be a powerful tool for rehabilitation and recovery, both within and between clinic visits.



1st day 2nd thru 5th days



Baseline Train Test 2 Test 1 Train Test 2



Initial Observation Initial Movement Initial Combination Experimental Experimental Control Experimental Control Null-field (96) & Force Channel Movements (16) Observe (96x2) Perform (192) Observe (96) & Perform (96) Force Channel Movements (24) Force Channel Movements (24) Observe (96x2) Rest (30 min) Observe Rest Observe Force Channel Movements (24)



Table 1: Protocols for observation, physical practice, and combination experiments. In Observe periods, subjects observed a film of an actor’s reaches in a clockwise viscous field. “96” was a single clip of the actor’s initial training for 96 movements; “96x2” denotes watching the same video twice (replicating citation 3). In Perform periods, subjects made reaches in the viscous field. In Combination periods, the two training modalities alternated after each block of 32 trials. Ten subjects participated in each of the five conditions.



Figure 1. Motor memory throughout initial and subsequent training days. We calculated the motor memory metric by quantifying the viscous component of the subject’s force output, divided by the viscous gain of the clockwise force field. Triangles with red lines, squares with blue lines, and circles with green lines indicate observational, physical, and combined training (respectively) on day 1. Solid lines represent observational training on days 2 thru 5 (experimental condition); dotted lines represent rest on days 2 thru 5 (control condition).
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Figure 2: Observation helped maintain and renew motor memory. A. In experimental condition of observation experiment (red), motor memory rebounded following observational training on day 2. B. Combined training (green) resulted in smaller magnitude loss of motor memory, overnight following day 1, compared to physical training (blue). C. Combined training (green) resulted in slower decay rate of motor memory on subsequent days than physical training (blue). 1. Ertelt D, Small S, Solodkin A, et al. Action observation has a positive impact on rehabilitation of motor deficits after stroke. Neuroimage 2007;36(suppl 2):T164-T173. 2. Garrison KA, Winstein CJ, Aziz-Zadeh L. The mirror neuron system: A neural substrate for methods in stroke rehabilitation. Neurorehabilitation and Neural Repair 2010; 24(5): 404-412 3. Mattar AA, Gribble PL. Motor learning by observing. Neuron. 2005; 46: 153-160. 4. Wanda PA, Li G, Thoroughman KA. State dependence of adaptation of force output following movement observation J Neurophysiol 2013; 110: 1246-1256. 5. Scheidt RA, Reinkensmeyer DJ, Conditt MA, Rymer WZ, Mussa-Ivaldi FA. Persistence of motor adaptation during constrained, multijoint, arm movements. J Neurophysiol 2000; 84: 853-862 6. Sing GC, Joiner WM, Nanayakkara T, Brayanov JB, Smith MA. Primitives for motor adaptation reflect correlated neural tuning to position and velocity. Neuron 2009; 64: 575-589.
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